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light—the fabled bright, Atlantic light ? It had gleamed
brightly enough outside; but in the city we groped end-
lessly through mediaeval darkness round the base of vast,
alarming towers, where kindly voices said gentle, com-
miserating things about the gloom of London. A citizen
of Loches, one feels, might be at home here; and the fable
of their light still lingers in those darkened streets from an
age before rents and steel-construction had removed the
sky to an invisible distance.
That portion of the legend failed me, and the rest was not
much more helpful. Ruthlessness was strangely absent.
Persons of positively benignant aspect walked the streets
quite openly. Even the Metropolitan Museum, terror of
European sale-rooms, had a remotely wistful air. I searched
in vain for Manhattan, the devouring city. For where New
York was most celebrated, it seemed least to be New York.
Sometimes, indeed, it gave an odd effect of somewhere else,
as of a vast and conscientious pupil moved by dim memories
of Paris. Sitting with open ears on the grands boulevards,
one had frequently suspected that the River Hudson flowed
into the Seine. But here and now one learned the Seine to
be a tributary of the Hudson. For Paris is often present in
the colossal elegances of the shopping district, in its marble
facings and the bronze furniture of its shop-windows—a
Paris magnified, strangely expanded, and running consider-
able risks of ceasing to be Parisian in the process. For
elegance is awkward stuff to magnify; and the Rue de
Castiglione, if sufficiently inflated, may well become Fifth
Avenue. Yet Paris was quite unmistakably present, as if
massed military bands should render an air composed for
solo violin.
Parisian no less (if veering slightly towards Montmartre)
a cheerful commonwealth of arts and letters ministers to its
enjoyment. There is a wealth of studio gossip, of familiar
figures seen at regular tables in characteristic poses, that is
strangely alien to the British habit. For Englishmen
addicted to these odd pursuits are apt to ply their calling,

